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the songwriters vocal layers are also split into cut and paste loops using the synth pitch tools in ableton. as you can see, the clips were made by using the clip operator which slices the clips. for the verses, we used the operators loop start and loop end and for the choruses, we used the operators loop start, loop end and loop length and loop fr. as you can tell,
all the production takes place in the drum rack. the grid was made using logic line and then put into ableton live. i used the ableton drum racks sample ability to load a default drum rack, so i can play any pattern with ease. first i tuned the drums to the pitch, then i added resonance to all the drums, then i started laying on different styles for the drums and i

added the vocal at the end. it wasn’t very read more the sound and arrangement of this song is 100% pitch black. i used the load pitch operator to make a different patch from the previous drum rack i used. i then added a click sound (using the operator a vhv or as vhv) and the mix to the drums. then a little distortion and delay for the cymbals. for the vocal i
used the autotune operator, the delay operator and the modulation operator. the chord progressions are really important and play the biggest role in a song. i used the mastering power operator to get all the instruments in balance. i then used the mixer for the bass and the organ in live. most of the arrangement was done with the midi recording of the

drums. this gave me the tempo and key to start from. the chords were added as midi input and effects were added for another tweak.
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zilla - take you to the moon (6 minutes) download here (8.4 mb zip) | wav | 6 minutes tchno presents his latest collaboration, zilla. take you to the moon is a very funky 6 minute track that fuses traditional synth sounds with a funky bass line. this is a perfect fit for a progressive house set. read more realistic dub step live ableton template size 8 mb realistic dub
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